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QUESTION 1

How does your FortiWeb configuration differ if the FortiWeb is upstream of the SNAT device instead of downstream of
the SNAT device? 

A. You must enable the "Use" X-Forwarded-For: option. 

B. FortiWeb must be set for Transparent Mode 

C. No special configuration required 

D. You must enable "Add" X-Forwarded-For: instead of the "Use" X-Forwarded-For: option. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is true about Local User Accounts? 

A. Must be assigned regardless of any other authentication 

B. Can be used for Single Sign On 

C. Can be used for site publishing 

D. Best suited for large environments with many users 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using HTTP content routing on FortiWeb. Requests for web app A should be forwarded to a 

cluster of web servers which all host the same web app. Requests for web app B should be forwarded to a 

different, single web server. 

Which is true about the solution? 

A. Static or policy-based routes are not required. 

B. To achieve HTTP content routing, you must chain policies: the first policy accepts all traffic, and forwards requests for
web app A to the virtual server for policy A. It also forwards requests for web app B to the virtual server for policy B.
Policy A and Policy B apply their app-specific protection profiles, and then distribute that app\\'s traffic among all
members of the server farm. 

C. You must put the single web server into a server pool in order to use it with HTTP content routing. 

D. The server policy applies the same protection profile to all its protected web apps. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What is one of the key benefits of the FortiGuard IP Reputation feature? 

A. FortiGuard maintains a list of public IPs with a bad reputation for participating in attacks. 

B. It is updated once per year 

C. Provides a Document of IP addresses that are suspect, so that administrators can manually update their blacklists 

D. It maintains a list of private IP addresses 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Under which circumstances does FortiWeb use its own certificates? (Choose Two) 

A. Secondary HTTPS connection to server where FortiWeb acts as a client 

B. HTTPS to clients 

C. HTTPS access to GUI 

D. HTTPS to FortiGate 

Correct Answer: AC 
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